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Best Email Opt-in Campaign 
Silver Consumer 
Pizza Hut – Exclusive Online Offer Emails 
 
Brand/Client Side Team: 
Bernard Acoca, Tressie Lieberman 
 
Vendors/Agencies: 
Imc2, Epsilon Interactive 
 
MarketingSherpa Summary – Why They Won: 
 
The powerful combination of the word ‘Exclusive’ added to a sense of urgency, and then 
directed to a clear landing page, often results in, well, great results. We particularly liked the 
countdown clock and the A/B testing prior to full launch. Best of all were the results: significant 
percent increases in open, click-through and conversion rates. And the 650% increase in revenue 
per recipient; well that just puts an extra ingredient of ROI on each email sent. 
 
From Their Nomination Form: 
 
The 2008 Pizza Hut e-mail program focused on creating The Exclusive Online Offer Email 
series. The program was one component of the overall email program 
strategy but offered four key differentiators: 
 
1. Exclusive to email subscribers – to drive incremental frequency from our most loyal and 
Internet savvy consumer base 
2. Compelling offers– cut through the vast amount of traditional e-mail offers by providing 
unique and motivating offers 
3. Limited-time offer – created a countdown clock within the execution to generate a sense of 
urgency for the consumer driving improved conversion rates 
4. Only redeemable online – to increase conversion by provide a seamless transition from 
the e-mail as an awareness driving vehicle to PizzaHut.com as the point of purchase 
 
In order to ensure we had conclusive, actionable results we outlined specific testing 
variables such as type of offer, length of availability, and other creative elements around the call-
to-action. We tested each campaign to a random select from the email database and A/B split 
against our standard email messages to give us real-time benchmarks. 
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